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PROBLEM

� Non-elite actors are systematically excluded
from the international arbitration market.

� “grand, old men” or “arbitration technocrats”.

� “white, male club”.

� “a transnational mafia”.
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MECHANISM

� Competing Explanations:

� Garth/Dezaley: symbolic capital (e.g., authority, knowledge,

prestige & reputation) to increase social standing.

� Ginsburg: insiders use information asymmetries & barriers

(e.g., culture) to keep newcomers out of network.

� Shalakany: institutions form a web of structures designed to

exclude dissent in global governance.
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QUESTIONS

� What are the basic characteristics of the social 

structure of the arbitration network?

� What can we learn (if anything) from these 

characteristics about the potential mechanism of 

exclusion of non-elite actors?
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NETWORK ANALYSIS

� The Basics

� Representation of the relationships between units.

� Components of a system rarely act in isolation.

� Network structures affect outputs.

� Prior Use in Legal Scholarship

� How academia ‘infects’ judicial outputs.

� How legal precedent ‘develops’ over time.

� How ‘social esteem’ is distributed among judges.
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SCHOOL’S NETWORK
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HAMLET’S NETWORK
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NETWORK AMERICAN 

JUDICIARY
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SURVEY DESIGN

� All appointments to ICSID tribunals (1972-2014)

� Operationalizes social standing and basic structure.

� Complete data-set of appointments (1463).

� Arbitrators are nodes and appointments are ties.

� Semi-structured interviews.

� 12 arbitrators.

� 25 practitioners in the field.
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ICSID NETWORK (REGION)
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ICSID NETWORK (GENDER)
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WTO-AB’s NETWORK (EPOCHS)
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CORE OF ICSID NETWORK
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ICSID NETWORK (METHOD)
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POWER-BROKERS
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NETWORK SOCIOGRAM
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AUTHORITY AND HUB
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FINDINGS

� “grand, old men” or “arbitration technocrats”?

� Is dominated by Europe, Canada, NZ and Australia,

however, a Chilean is a male with the highest level

of centrality and very few Americans top the list.

� “white, male club”?

� Is a male-dominated field, however, two women are

amongst the most central in the field.

� “a transnational mafia”?

� Heavily interconnected and cohesive core.

However, it follows the dynamics of reputation-

based networks & preferential attachment process.
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FINDINGS
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IMPLICATIONS

� Arbitrators appointed early on subsequently
benefit from social standing.

� Central arbitrators may benefit from limited

cognitive ability and an overly cautious culture

(possibly resulting in heuristics biases).

� To affect the gender composition an Secretariat
interention won’t be sufficient.

� These types of networks require “coordinated

attacks”. Similar structures are very resistant.
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IMPLICATIONS
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IMPLICATIONS

� Appointment as a Mechanisms of Signaling of
Social Esteem.

� Daphna Kapeliuk, there is a “lack of tendency of

party-appointed arbitrators to display bias in favor

of the appointing party through dissents.”

� Eric Schwartz, “it’s hard to get publicity for

commercial arbitration work because of

confidentiality. With investment arbitrations, you

can boast.”
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APPLICATIONS OF NETWORK 

ANALYSIS IN THE FIELD

� The study of precedent in investor-state
arbitration.

� Cross-pollination and convergence between
different legal systems.

� Understanding de facto hierachy of international
courts.

� Preventing redundancies in international law.
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THANK YOU


